
Inferno:  Falsifiers 
 

XXX Falsifiers Master Adam 
“For Dante, hell is a giant projection of the human body.  The…parallels are based on the 
traditional idea of the body of Stan, the infernal ….parody…of the body of Christ, the 
community of those who are saved. 

• Dante and Virgil begin their descent at …the head (Limbo, which represents 
humanity’s memory of the ancient world); 

• We pass the devouring gullet among the gluttons, the spleen with the sullen. 
• Within the City of Dis [starting at Circle 6] we reach a river of blood, the forest of 

the heart, and what should be a fountain or reservoir of life but is instead an arid, 
burning plain:  the circles of violence correspond to the breast, where the 
intellectual and bestial forces are joined. 

• Hell is divided, and Dante requires transportation, at point rougly corresponding 
to the major divisions of the human body:  neck (Phlegyas); the walls of the City 
of Dis correspond to the ribcage), diaphragm (Geryon).   

• Antaeus and the other giants are in a location that corresponds to the genitals, 
and they are like grotesque, rebellious penises. 

• Cocytus, finally corresponds to the large intestine” (Durling, 398). 
“Through out the Inferno, and with particular clarity in the Malebolge, Dante associates 
sin and its punishment with bodily malfunction and disease, for hell is Babylon, or 
confusion (hence Satan, the head, is at the bottom). 

• The Malebolge, where fraud is punished, correspond to the belly and are based 
on an elaborate parallel between the digestion of food and the work of the 
mind (for truth is the food of the soul, fraud its poison) 

• their concentric circles have an obvious relation to the labyrinth of the 
intestines. 

• References to food, to cooking, to the various parts of the digestive tract, to 
excretion and excrement, are legion, along with allusions to some dozen 
diseases that in Dente’s time were considered results of malfunction of the 
digestive system. 

• Punishments like those of the barrators [Barratry is the ale or purchase of 
positions in church or state], who are boiled in pitch (Cantos XXI-XXII); the 
thieves, who undergo changes and exchanges of form, incineration, and 
agglutination [adhesion of distinct parts] (Cantos XXIV-XXV); the simoniacs,  
who are burned by oily flames (Canto XIX); and the flatterers, who are immersed 
in excrement (Canto SVIII) involve sharply focused parodies of cooking and 
digestion” (Durling 398). 

Counterfeiting is a branch of fraud with particularly important social repercussions 
due to the peculiar character of money….Dante…is intensely concerned with the 
ambiguous nature of money, both a good (gold) and a universal signifier.    
 Dante’s treatment of Master Adam rests on a technically precise parallel between 
the minting of coins and the digesting of food.  In both cases, the cooking of raw 
material must break down its form, allowing the separation of impurities and at las 
the shaping of the purified material.  After the so-called first digestion, in the liver, 
converts the usable food, now liquid, into blood that it then shares out to the 



members, each of which assimilates what it needs (there was no conception of the 
circulation of blood at this period).  The moment at which Master Adam adds three 
carats of base metal to the purified gold corresponds closely to the second digestion, 
and in fact, the dropsy (edema) of which Master Adam complains results from the 
liver’s not properly converting liquid food into blood:  “unassimilated humors” 
(Durling 398-99). 
 
 


